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INSPIRATION 

Our inspiration for the music in Felix Floods comes from a mix of Indie Folk and Percussion. (linking the voices of 

the ensemble with the set design of a town experiencing ever growing rubbish, our aim was to appeal to the 

senses through the creation of a spectrum of sound. The combination of voice, percussion through the banging on 

the rubbish and a Ukulele, (Minnie’s favourite toy) provided the rhythmic soundtrack that flowed throughout the 

performance. It was hoped that the song, with its upbeat tempo, would engage the young audience. It is 

introduced in various formats at an upbeat moment, when the children have befriended Felix. This allowed for a 

real mood lift and tempo change within the play and thereby improving the flow. 

SOUND STORY BOARD 

▪ Scene 1 

Starts with the instrumental percussion backing, setting the scene and mood of the town. The children are playing, 

while choral voices harmonise softly in the background, using the ‘Oh’s’ from the song. As the children leave the 

stage the chorus begins to fade one by one. 

▪ Scene 2 

This scene consists of deep thunderous sounds using the percussion instruments found on the set to create the 

storm soundscape as Felix Floods the town and body percussion is used to create the soundscape of rain; all of 

this starts slowly and builds throughout the scene. 

▪ Scene 3 

This is kept very simple, using the sounds as they would normally be heard. Objects being dragged across stage, 

bottles clinking and wind chimes chiming, creating an eeriness in contrast with the last scene. The only constant 

noise is the sound of water lapping, again using live percussion of a tub filled with water. This creates a sense of 

chaotic calm. 

▪ Scene 4 

The lapping water is carried through into this scene but is built up. This scene brings together all that we have 

heard so far. Ensemble Voice and soundscapes are built up and layered as Felix’s anger rises and reduces as he 

calms.  

▪ Scene 5 

The lapping sound is again carried on through this scene, creating a link and flow between sound scenes. The 

song is at the end of this scene. It provides an uplifting and memorable beat with simple lyrics and movements to 

encourage children and adults to join in. The scene ends with the water evaporating, this is wind chimes, creating 

a sense of magic and mystery as the water disappears. 

▪ Scene 6 

The final scene ends as we began, an instrumental version of the song. This repetition helps the children to 

recognise and remember the song but also provides a positive ending as we clean up the town and Felix is happy 

with his newfound friends. 


